
The Age of Innocence
Breaking Free
Chapters 12 - 18

LECTURE OVERVIEW

Topic
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the portrayal of Newland Archer’s 
impression of Ellen Olenska here and elsewhere in the novel. (Ch 12, Pages 85-6)

Methods
- Perspective: Newland and Ellen’s direct speech
- Perspective: The narrator’s description of Ellen from Newland Archer’s perspective
- Motifs: Ellen’s paleness, the opera / theatre, literature

Concerns
- The ‘New Woman’ and her place in patriarchal Old New York
- The social and moral codes of Old New York
- Freedom of the individual

The First 15 Minutes
1. Read the question, with particular reference to character(s), a concern or a method

- Always focus on the given topic and the given passage
- You may discuss other things but try to link your response to the given topic

2. Identify the chapter reference at the end and names of characters in the passage
- Flip to the chapter in your text; ideally, you already have the important bits highlighted
- Start thinking about associated concerns once you see Newland, Ellen, May and others

3. Read the passage quickly to identify relevant ideas and concerns
- Organise your essay according to these concerns as far as possible
- Dedicate more than one paragraph to a concern if necessary

4. Read the passage a second time, identifying relevant methods and underlining key words
- Identify perspectives used, tone and diction, motifs and irony where you see them
- Identify linguistic features like absolute words, intensifiers, repetition and reporting verbs

5. Evaluate the ‘purpose’ of the passage in the novel by looking ‘before and after’
- Consider how the passage develops ‘Newland’s impression of Ellen’ in earlier chapters
- Consider how the passage leads to ‘Newland’s impression of Ellen’ in later chapters
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The Next 45 Minutes
6. If you haven’t already, construct a brief outline of what you will discuss in each paragraph. Examples:

- (Para 1) Newland’s perception of Ellen’s paleness - his vanity / chivalry in relation to her ‘otherness’
- (Para 2) Contrast between Ellen’s status and desire to ‘fit in’

7. Write the essay in 40 minutes, completing at least 2.5 sides of answer paper
- Brief responses will be heavily penalised by Cambridge and CJC examiners
- On the other hand, 6 sides of rambling and narration will not get you very far

8. Keep our W-H-Y flow, trying your best to avoid narrating / re-telling the passage
WHAT  Start with an idea on a character or concern
HOW  Use most of each paragraph to analyse evidence (methods and e!ects) from the passage
WHY  Link your analysis to a concern or make connections to ‘elsewhere in the novel’ 

SUGGESTED OUTLINE
Introduction
The passage presents Newland’s third meeting with Ellen Olenska -- his first in an o"cial capacity to 
discuss her divorce. It establishes Ellen’s ‘ignorance’ of how Old New York views her and creates 
sympathy for her di"cult position.

Body Paragraphs
Ellen Olenska’s resolute independence and foreignness
- Her impudence in declining Beaufort’s advances (he ‘snaps’) is balanced by her ‘cool’ expression that 

had the ‘least hint of dismissal’
- Her fierce spirit is indirectly juxtaposed with the ‘confoundedly dull’ New York

Increasing intimacy between Ellen and Newland
- Shared ‘immense’ interest in the arts is evinced in the adverbial, ‘full of interest’ 
- Newland exoticises her as one who will ‘never be like everybody else’ 
- Ellen is seen by Newland as a pale, tragic heroine (‘sombre as a tragic mask’, ‘thin hands’, ‘pale and 

extinguished’, ‘pathetic and even pitiful’); Newland casts himself as the romantic hero
- Newland’s reply (‘Certainly not’) marks his empathy and ‘allegiance’

Ellen’s utmost desire to ‘cast o!’ her past
- Use of absolute, strong diction to illustrate her move from ‘immense’ and ‘full’ care for her past to an 

intense desire to ‘get away from it all’ and ‘cast o! all [her] old life’. 
- Accompanied by histronic, theatrical action (repeated questions, ‘her eyes brightened’, ‘raised her 

straight eyebrows’, ‘broke out’)
- The Count’s half-page letter is a ‘spectre’ that haunts and silences both Newland and Ellen; the reader 

is reminded that Ellen is ‘Count Olenski’s wife’ and owing to good ‘form’, will have to remain so.
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ESSAY
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the portrayal of Newland Archer’s 
impression of Ellen Olenska here and elsewhere in the novel.

Set during Beaufort’s ‘clandestine’ outing to the Countess’s ‘Bohemian quarter’, the passage establishes 
Ellen’s desire to be ‘free’ from her marriage to the Count. It is Newland’s perspective that reveals her 
‘otherness’ in a far-from-welcoming New York and the tragic course of this pursuit. From this ‘business’ 
meeting, the reader is witness to Newland’s fast-growing fascination with Ellen.

This attraction is more apparent when we consider the opening to Chapter 12 that precedes this 
passage1. Archer reflects on his own intellectual inclinations towards ‘Literature and art’ as a tradition 
‘deeply respected in the Archer set’ (83). It is this empathy for the ‘almost unmapped quarter’ of 
‘artists, musicians and “people who wrote”’ (82) that draws him to the Countess; her collection of 
‘Bourget, Huysmans and the Goncourt brothers’ (84) and her keen interest in ‘painters’ - expressed 
through direct speech in the passage - reflect his own ‘immense’ interest. That the arts and artists are  
are piteous ‘scattered fragments’ and an ‘outskirt’ existing in the margins of Old New York troubles 
Newland throughout the novel. However, his tentative response to Olenska’s question (‘Oh, not 
exactly’) presents him as an individual flirting with what lies outside his social structure, yet clearly more 
rooted to his own ‘milieu’. Wharton seems to suggest here that the world outside Old New York 
deserves our sympathy but is not what Archer will finally assimilate to. Nevertheless, the pride with 
which Newland takes in ‘never’ missing an exhibition and always ‘try[ing] to keep up’ underlines the 
commonality between the two of them, something he feels is missing in his ‘placid’, unimaginative 
relationship with May. This exchange on the arts exemplifies the simultaneity of discomfort and ‘thrill’ 
that Newland experiences in the presence of Ellen’s ‘mysterious beauty’.

The narrator alludes to this fascination multiple times in the extract, characterising Archer as a ‘boy’ 
su"ciently infatuated with the Countess to speak blushing, ‘reddened’. The intimacy, or intimacy 
imagined by Archer, grows as he is ‘touched’ by her tone. Here, the narrator figuratively repeats the 
physical ‘caress’ by the Countess’s eagle-feathered fan in Chapter 8 to suggest, if not the possible 
dalliance between the two, then the stirring, ‘undeniably pleasing’ e!ect (86) that she has on him. This 
is crystallised by his perception of Beaufort as a romantic rival whom he ‘routed’ in ‘something of a 
triumph’ and the narrator decidedly foregrounding Archer’s ‘self-satisfaction’ and ‘confidence’ in the 
Countess’s implied desire to be in his company and his company alone. The reader is left to track the 
development of Archer’s dilemma: he seems to have found the excitement and ‘instinctive guile’ that 
contrasts a New York ‘dying of dullness’ in the Countess and becomes increasingly sympathetic to her 
cause.
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This cause essentially casts her as a ‘thinly settled outskirt’ of Old New York, viewed with suspicious eyes 
and met with unkind remarks from the likes of Le!erts and Jackson. The enlightened reader grasps the 
irony when she proclaims that she wants ‘to become just like everybody else’ here; Newland reminds her 
and the reader with conviction that she will ‘never be like everybody else’. The opening of the passage 
marks her as this outsider to New York as she disregards ‘good Form’ by dismissing Beaufort. His 
promise of Old New York-type extravagances in the shape of a ‘private room’ with a ‘Steinway’ and the 
attendance of the Italian tenor Campanini, patently has little e!ect on Olenska, rejecting his 
proposition rather subtly with a request to ‘think it over’. The outlandishness of her behaviour is 
established through Beaufort’s angered, petulant response (‘Why not now?’, ‘Beaufort snapped’) and 
the narrator herself, who tells the reader of how Beaufort is ‘unused to dismissals’ and ‘evidently felt it’. 
The contrast between Beaufort’s umbrage and Olenska’s ‘cool’ amiability emphasises either a naivety or 
measured maturity to her conduct here. 

It is precisely this independence and ferocity in spirit that sets her apart. Her lack of reservations, 
constantly underscored by the narrator, is evident in her forceful declaratives: ‘I want to cast o! all my 
old life’, ‘I want to get away from it all’, ‘I want to be free; I want to wipe out all the past’. The repetition 
of the ‘I want’ here firstly delineates a kind of feminine agency that is illicit (or at least unspoken) in 
patriarchal New York. Wharton also deliberately ascribes the use of absolute words (‘all’) that underline 
the Countess’s desperation to leave her husband as well as the explosiveness of her character - set in 
contrast to the mild manners of May. The irony of the Countess’s predicament is that she imagines 
divorce will allow her to leave the Count and return to her ‘dear old place’, her ‘heaven’ (15). Yet, the 
very scandal of it in deeply conservative 1870s marks her as a ‘wayward’ outsider who does not behave 
as a New Yorker does (118). Later in the novel, her supposed ignorance is made clear to Mrs. Archer and 
the reader through a sympathetic Archer—‘Countess Olenska thought she would be conforming to 
American ideas in asking for her freedom’ (118). Little does she realise, we discover, that ‘In this country 
such things’ are ‘tolerated’ because a woman’s freedom is always secondary to family dignity.

Newland’s attraction is partially born out of empathy. The narrator conveys his impression of her as a 
‘pathetic and even pitiful figure’ and ‘that seemed to belong to fiction and the stage’. The theatre motif 
is central to her allure to Newland; Chapter 13 reveals this more explicitly as an ‘inherently dramatic, 
passionate and unusual’  quality that draws Newland away from the ‘dull association’ with May Welland. 
Her histrionics, presented in speech (‘broke out with unexpected vehemence’) and action (‘her head... 
propped by the arm.. on the back of the sofa’, ‘She raised her straight eyebrows’) coalesce with 
Newland’s perception of her as a tragic heroine like those played by Ada Dyas and Christine Nilsson on 
the stage. This pathos is arguably the main  source of Newland’s romantic inclinations; he consistently 
envisions her face to be ‘as sombre as a tragic mask’, casting her as a ‘pale and extinguished’ victim 
calling for salvation. Indeed, she is last mentioned here as ‘Count Olenski’s wife’, seemingly unable to 
break free of her marriage. Simultaneously, the passage demonstrates Newland’s romantic ‘fantasy’ (of 
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her as heroine and him as hero), growing from his first real meeting with her at the van der Luydens’ in 
Chapter 8, for it to be undermined by the narrator in Chapter 13.  They are, she says, but ‘client and 
lawyer separating after a talk’, where the lawyer’s ‘excitement’ (94) comes from the ‘tragic and moving 
possibilities outside the daily run of experience’ she o!ers him.

Consequently, Newland’s ‘business’ with Ellen Olenska in the passage is significant to the bildungsroman  
thread. The narrator’s detached, critical treatment of Archer (described as ‘awkward and embarrassed’ 
like a ‘boy’) leads the reader to consider his ‘journey of self-discovery’ from a ‘boy’ rebelling against the 
‘inexorable’ traditions of New York to an adult in Chapter 34 who conforms to the role society gives 
him. It is through Ellen’s maturity and acknowledgement that ‘one must sacrifice one’s self to preserve 
the dignity of marriage’ (138). While Archer plays the role of the lawyer ‘helping’ the Countess, 
Wharton suggests that it is Ellen who is in firm control. The mildly condescending interjection, ‘How 
little practice he had had in dealing with unusual situations!’ alludes to this idea, for it is Newland who 
will learn through Ellen.

The silence that both protagonists sink into at the end of the passage is itself operatic and foreboding. 
Where Chapters 8 and 9 present the reader Newland’s newfound ‘thrill’ and ‘imagination’, Chapter 12 
marks the beginning of his real struggle between the dictates of society and the allure of the outside. In 
Chapter 18, we see another silence, one that ‘lay on them with the weight of things final and 
irrevocable’, ‘crushing [Archer] down like his own grave-stone’. From Archer’s viewpoint, the Countess’s  
case for divorce (and freedom) brings him both life and death.

END
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